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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: The family medicine (FM) clerkship is appropriate for incorporating musculoskeletal ultrasound (MSKUS) education, as many outpatient visits in primary care occur for musculoskeletal (MSK) concerns. Despite rising popularity of point-of-care imaging in primary care, ultrasound (US) training in medical education is limited due to lack of resources and time. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of an MSKUS workshop in the FM clerkship through student self-evaluations.

METHODS: Seventy-five medical students enrolled in the FM clerkship during the 2019-2020 academic year participated in hands-on MSKUS workshops staffed by faculty, residents, and a fellow. Workshops coincided with FM residency didactic teaching, allowing for protected time to host US training. Of workshop participants, 98.6% completed both pre- and postworkshop evaluations assessing confidence and acceptability of the workshop (rated on a 0-10 Likert scale, where higher scores represent more confidence or greater benefit, respectively).

RESULTS: Students noted increased confidence with use of ultrasound, recognition of MSK structures, and performance of landmark-guided procedures (preworkshop 2.6±1.6; postworkshop 7.4±1.1). Students endorsed high levels of agreement in the benefit of the workshop to their education (9.4±1.3) and MSK understanding (9.4±1.2).

CONCLUSIONS: This study demonstrates the benefit of an MSKUS workshop as part of the FM clerkship and addresses previously identified challenges to providing US education. Results suggest a short-term benefit from an MSKUS workshop in confidence in MSKUS knowledge and satisfaction with the curriculum.

(Ultrasonic (US) imaging has gained notoriety for its diagnostic and interventional uses in the primary care setting and is becoming more common in medical education. The family medicine (FM) clerkship is well positioned to incorporate US education to evaluate musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions given high volumes of patient visits for MSK concerns, of which conditions of the knee and shoulder are common. Approximately 39% of outpatient visits for MSK conditions occur in the primary care setting, therefore it is important to ensure adequate MSK training.

Studies evaluating MSKUS education for medical students and residents suggest this training enhances MSK knowledge and examination skills. While literature exists evaluating MSKUS education in FM residency and preclinical training, little is known about the benefit of MSKUS in the FM clerkship. Additionally, despite the benefit of US training in medical education, creating a sustainable curriculum has barriers that threaten implementation, such as lack of time, resources, and faculty.

Therefore, there is a need for a concise yet thorough curriculum during medical training addressing US use and MSK anatomy while utilizing available resources and time. In this study, we evaluate the effects of an MSKUS workshop in the FM clerkship through student self-assessments.

Methods
Study Population
The East Carolina University (ECU) Institutional Review Board approved this study as exempt. Seventy-five third-year medical students from
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ECU Brody School of Medicine completed the FM clerkship during the 2019-2020 academic year. The school is located in Greenville, North Carolina, and consists of approximately 320 medical students. Students earned participation credit by completing evaluations.

Teaching Methods and Equipment
The outline of the MSKUS workshop is provided in Figure 1. Students prepared for the workshop by completing assigned reading. Twelve workshops occurred during the academic year, hosting four to eight students each. Three facilitators, including one attending physician trained in MSKUS, attended each 3-hour workshop. Facilitators reviewed basic US skills (knobology, US terminology and etiquette, MSK anatomy, and US structure identification) as applied to the anterior knee and shoulder, followed by demonstration of landmark-guided MSK injections (subacromial, acromioclavicular, and knee). After large-group review and demonstration, students and facilitators formed small groups (≤3 students, one facilitator, one live MSK model, one US unit) for hands-on training. Groups utilized GE Venue 50 Ultrasound System units and live models through the simulation center.

Evaluation and Data Analysis
Students completed pre- and post-workshop evaluations through a secure web-based platform (Qualtrics, LLC, Provo, UT). Students rated confidence on a 0-10 Likert scale, with higher scores noting more confidence. In addition to evaluating confidence in workshop components, questionnaires assessed compliance with preworkshop reading, prior US and MSK injection experience (including hours of experience), and satisfaction with the workshop. Questionnaire categories were scaled for reliability as categorical measures. We calculated Cronbach $\alpha$ coefficients for each of three categories of interest: identification of MSK structures (0.93; four questions), US structure identification (0.88; five questions) and confidence in injections (0.78; three questions), demonstrating survey instrument reliability. A multiple regression analysis evaluated effects of independent covariates (online preworkshop review, prior US use, hours of US experience, prior experience with injections) on differences between pre- and postworkshop scores, noting hours of prior US use as a possible predictor of a small difference between scores. We used a paired-samples $t$ test to evaluate
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**Figure 1: Family Medicine Clerkship Musculoskeletal Ultrasound Workshop Flowchart**

Abbreviations: MSKUS, musculoskeletal ultrasound; US, ultrasound; AC, acromioclavicular.
differences between pre- and postworkshop scores using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY).

Results
Of the 75 students participating in the workshop, 74 completed both pre- and postworkshop evaluations (98.6%). Most students completed the preworkshop reading (91.9%), and less than half endorsed prior experience administering MSK injections (41.9%). Only 10% of students had prior US experience, and average hours of prior US use was minimal (2.7±4).

Pooled data from questions regarding workshop components are demonstrated in Figure 2, showing overall higher levels of confidence following the intervention. A paired samples t test revealed significant improvement in overall confidence levels from preworkshop (2.6±1.6) to postworkshop assessments (7.4±1.1; P<.001). Minimal variation of mean Likert scores by cohort for pre- and postworkshop assessments suggests workshop timing throughout the year did not influence scores. Students agreed with usefulness of the online prereading (7.3±2.6), the live presentation (9.0±1.5), the overall benefit of the workshop (9.4±1.3), and in understanding MSK medicine (9.4±1.2) through the postworkshop evaluations, noting an overall favorable experience.

Discussion
We found integration of an MSKUS workshop into the FM clerkship improves student confidence in the use of US, MSK structure identification, and MSK injections. Students endorsed usefulness of workshop components to their education, and it was received well overall.

Our workshop addresses previously identified challenges to US education delivery in medical training. As few medical schools offer an US curriculum (27%) and recognize personnel, funding, and time as limiting factors,12 we effectively hosted an MSKUS experience with postgraduate physicians and simulation center resources. Maintaining low student-to-facilitator ratios follows recommendations endorsing small-group US teaching to optimize learning.13,14 The 3-hour time frame fit within the clerkship schedule and occurred during the FM residency didactic session, allowing for availability of facilitators, faculty, and students to participate. By offering participation credit, our evaluation benefited from timely survey completion and significant participation. While an objective measure of acquired skill was not included, other studies demonstrated objective findings of improved palpation skills and objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) scores after incorporating an MSKUS curriculum.2,10,11,15 A comparison of FM clerkship grades, MSK knowledge, and examination skills between students participating in an MSK workshop both with and without US may strengthen a broad recommendation for incorporation of MSKUS in the curriculum.

In conclusion, an MSKUS workshop in the FM clerkship is feasible, and student feedback suggests this is a favorable educational experience that improves confidence in US and MSK medicine. There is potential for an introduction to MSKUS during the FM clerkship, providing increased exposure to point-of-care imaging and addressing MSK education needs. Similar workshops may prove enriching as an introduction to basic US concepts and improve confidence in MSK anatomy, identification, and skills.
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Figure 2: Student Self-assessed Confidence in Musculoskeletal Ultrasound Workshop Components

Confidence was assessed using a 0-10 Likert scale, where higher scores represent more confidence.

Abbreviation: AC, acromioclavicular.
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